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PARKER’S
VINTASTIC (#8)

Aggravate (#3)

Sun And Shadow (#5)

Exacta:  3-8/3-5-8, $4.  Tri:  3-8/3-5-8/1-3-4-5-8, $6.  DD:  3-8/1-2-7, $6. 

Disappointed when favored in his last two but he did have excuses for both and 
seems most likely in a tough heat to start the day.
Finished well for second despite some trouble at the start in his seasonal debut, 
he has every right to improve tonight.
Third in each of his two starts at Emerald, he clearly would be no surprise.

Super:  3-8/3-5-8/1-3-4-5-8/1-3-4-5-8, $2.40.  Pick 3:  3-8/1-2-7/6-9, $6.  Pick 4:  3-8/1-2-7/6-9/4-5, $12. 

ROX STAR BEAUTY (#1)

Bellamagic (#7)

Extremelysatisfied (#2)

Exacta:   1-7/1-2-7, $4.  Tri:   1-7/1-2-7/1-2-3-7-8, $6.  Pick 3:  1-7/6-9/4-5, $4.

$6,600 yearling purchase is bred to win early, she shows some nice workouts 
and gets call in a wide open heat.
Another that shows a nice string of workouts leading up to her debut, this barn 
does well with first time starters.
She’s bred to have some early speed and barn is having a great meet.

SARI’S TIGER (#6)

M and M Girl (#9)

Fleet Marie (#10)

Exacta:   6-9/6-9-10, cost $4.   Trifecta:   6-9/6-9-10/3-4-6-9-10, $6.

Pick 3:   6-9-10/4-5-6/5, $4.50.

Stumbled briefly at the start and tired a bit for third in her most recent, she is 
quick early and her experience edge over many of these a big plus.
First time starter goes for a potent trainer/jockey combo and shows some good 
workouts, she should have ability.
$31,000 purchase shows up for claiming $25K but she also is bred for speed.

FUZZY DOLPHIN (#5)

Roman Rush (#4)

P T Bruiser (#6)

Exacta:  4-5/4-5-6, $4.  Tri:  4-5/4-5-6/1-4-5-6-8, $6.  Pick 3:  4-5-6/5/2-3-9, $4.50. 

Looked like a winner leaving the turn but he was caught late when favored last, 
he did show good improvement that day and gets a chance to make amends.
$30,000 yearling purchase looks ready off a long string of workouts, plus he 
goes for the red-hot Wright barn.
Barn has been deadly with debut types recently, draws Bowen to ride.

MIKE MAN’S GOLD (#5)

Sorryaboutnothing (#7)

Alley Boss (#2)

Exacta:   5/2-4-7, $3.  Tri:  5/2-4-7/1-2-4-7, $4.50.  Pick 3:  5/2-3-9/3-8, $3. 

Veteran comes off a big score in his most recent, he loves winning races and 
looks very hard to bet against.
Good try when second to slightly easier in his most recent, he doesn’t have 
much early speed but looks best of the rest.
Stretch runner is going well right now and should get part tonight.

Super:  1-7/1-2-7/1-2-3-7-8/1-2-3-4-5-7-8, $4.80.  Pick 7:  1-2-7/6-9/4-5/5/2-3/3-8/1, $9.60

Super:   6-9/6-9-10/3-4-6-9-10/2-3-4-6-8-9-10, $4.80.

Super:   4-5/4-5-6/1-4-5-6-8/all, $6.  Pick 5:  4-5-6/5/2-3/3-8/1-5-10, cost $18.

Super:  5/2-4-7/1-2-4-7/1-2-3-4-7, $2.70.  Pick 4:  5/2-3-9/3-8/1-5-10, $9.
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RAVIZZONE (#3)

National Browser (#2)

Little Joker (#9)

Exacta:   2-3/2-3-9, cost $4.  Trifecta:  2-3/2-3-9/1-2-3-4-9, $6.

Ran well for a close third when facing similar in her last, she gets a little more 
ground tonight and looks best.
Came up a big empty in the stretch in her last but she did chase a hot pace for 
the level and could spring a mild upset in this spot.
Three time winner last year yet to show much this year, drops and draws well.

Super:    2-3/2-3-9/1-2-3-4-9/1-2-3-4-5-6-9, $4.80.

WINE AT NINE (#8)

Oopper Wallah (#3)

Kota Copy (#4)

Exacta:   3-8/3-4-8, cost $4. Trifecta:   3-8/3-4-8/1-2-3-4-8, $6.

Daily Double:   3-8/1-5-10, $6.

Winner of two starts earlier this year exits starter allowance company, he 
should be sent right to the lead early and prove tough to catch.
Made a big run leaving the turn and drew away in his first start for a new barn 
last, he faces tougher tonight but looks capable of repeating.
Nice score over a good field for the level last, obvious danger.

UNUSUAL GATOR (#1)

Our Georgie Girl (#10)

Bikini Beach (#5)

Exacta:   1-10/1-5-10, cost $4. Trifecta:   1-10/1-5-10/1-3-4-5-10, $6.

Invader from California comes off two dull efforts on the dirt but he finds a very 
soft spot in this field and deserves to be favored.
Set the pace and held on for third in her most recent after being dropped to this 
claiming price, she should be on or near the lead right from the start.
Okay effort when fourth last, she drops again, maybe.

EMERALD DOWNS RACE SELECTIONS
for Saturday Evening, July 21st, 2018

Today’s Best Bet (s): Today’s Longshot:

MIKE MAN’S GOLD in the fifth. NATIONAL BROWSER in the sixth.

Super:   3-8/3-4-8/1-2-3-4-8/1-2-3-4-6-8-9, $4.80.

Super:   1-10/1-5-10/1-3-4-5-10/1-2-3-4-5-10, cost $3.60.  

Today’s Exotic Play: 

Race 7, $1 Exacta:  3-8/3-4-8, cost $4.

Pick 3:   2-3/3-8/1-10, $4.  
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CHASIN LUCAS (#7)
Coco Kisses (#1)

Desired Edge (#4)

TWO HAIL MARYS (#1)
Smuggler Union (#5)

Gringo Star (#4)

HORSE GREEDY (#6)
K Thirty Eight (#1)

Allaboutaction (#3)

VASILIKA (#6)
Shy Carmelita (#8)

Barleysugar (#1)

ITS GONNA HURT (#2)
No Treble (#3)

Fortnite Dance (#4)

LIBBY’S TAIL (#4)
Vexatious (#5)

Red Livy (#12)

ACCELERATE (#7)
Two Thirty Five (#4)

Catalina Cruiser (#1)

OLLIE’S CANDY (#14)
War Heroine (#10)
Rockin Ready (#1)
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Del Mar Hastings Evangeline

Race Selections for Saturday, July 21st, 2018

ROWAYTON (#10)
Frosted Grace (#3)

Magnificent McCool (#8)

UNDER PAR (#2)
Sharp Contrast (#1)

Lookout Taylor (#5)

DREAMIN OF PEACE (#2)
Back Alley Denali (#4)

Bowchickawowwow (#3)

JAZZ LADY (#4)
Astartobe (#1)

Shayla’s Rose (#2)

FOREVER CRYSTAL (#2)
Peach Pike (#5)

Expensive Taste (#1)

CALCULATING (#1)
Sir Knight (#6)

Ruby WIth Diamonds (#8)

PAYTON’S BEST (#5)
Catch Me (#1)

Brother Rod (#6)

PANNING FOR GOLD (#1)
Postman (#7)

Bionic (#3)

TELL US A TALE (#6)
Parianne (#5)
Carols Command (#2)

SITTIN ON COTTON (#4)
Crescent Lace (#5)

I Call (#6)

GLADEE’S GRAY LADY (#5)
Given Kisses (#2)

Haleys Court (#7)

DATA GIRL (#6)
My Little Princess (#2)

Abena (#7)

NORTH HULLEN (#4)
I’m Formidable (#6)

Successful Story (#1)

HAVINFUNYET (#6)
Bixby Lou (#3)

Lefthoofrightleft (#2)

ONE SHOT TO WIN (#4)
Becky’s Dude (#6)

Quick Fix (#1)

OUR LUCKY BREAK (#6)
Late for Church (#5)

De Last Dance (#1)

DR. ZIPCITY (#4)
That’s D’cat (#2)
Tylers Bandit (#5)

CAMINO SONG (#8)
Innocent (#9)

Party Dancer (#11)


